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Efficient Continued Fraction Approximations To Elementary Functions
By Kurt Spielberg 1 . Introduction. This paper describes an application and extension of the work of H. J. Maehly [1] on the rational approximation of arc tan x, and of E. G. Kogbetliantz [2] , who developed Maehly's procedure so as to be applicable to the computer programming of elementary transcendental functions.
It is to be shown here that certain modifications, such as the introduction of terms which are easily computed on specific computers, lead to considerable improvements. In particular, the application of the modified method to several elementary functions will be described and corresponding final results will be given. Some of these approximations have been used with great success to develop subroutines for the IBM 704 and 709 computers. Our experience indicates that the method of Maehly and Kogbetliantz, as modified below, is superior to other current numerical procedures. If the coefficients bs are small, which will normally be the case for -1 ¿ x ^ 1 and reasonably rapid convergence of the power series for f(x), then the denominator of the error term is close to one over the interval of approximation and H{x) represents the absolute error A with sufficient accuracy (compare [3] ). The order k is chosen so as to keep A below the desired upper limit of accuracy. In order to evaluate the unknown coefficients a, and bs, one must know the coefficients cn of the Chebyshev expansion of /(x). A comparison of that expansion with (1) leads, after use of the identity (2) 2Tm
to a set of 2k + 1 simultaneous linear equations in the 2k + 1 coefficients a,r and bs ■ Additional equations can be established for the coefficients A/k in the error function H(x). For even and odd functions the subscripts of (1) are changed as follows: even, r -> 2r, s -> 2s, j -> 2j, k -» 2fc + ¿; odd, r -> 2r + 1, s -> 2s, j -► 2j, k ~» 2k + 1.
When this scheme was applied in practice, several additional ideas suggested themselves. They can be listed briefly as follows: a) Application of the method to functions that can be expressed as ratios of Chebyshev series, such as tan (|xx). b) Use of different degree numerator and denominator polynomials in (1). c) Consideration of unequal intervals for two complementary expansions, such as sin ax and cos ßx, a + ß = x/2. d) Reduction of the relative error by means of a linear correction term in a neighborhood of x = 0. e) Reduction of the error term through introduction of a new parameter that does not lead to a full additional multiplication.
The first three points should become clear in the sequel and need little amplification. Point d is usually of concern for odd functions/(x), if it is desired to obtain accurate results for g{x) = /(x)/x as x -> 0. Chebyshev methods applied to the function /(x) produce an approximation /*(x) such that the absolute error I f(z) -f*(x) I is (approximately) minimized over an interval such as -1 g x ^ 1. The relative error of such an approximation, \f* -f \/f, usually becomes intolerably large as x and / approach zero. The natural way to cope with this difficulty would be to apply the Chebyshev approximation method to g(x) rather than/(x). Then the relative error \f* -f \/f = | x-g* -x-g \/x-g = \ g* -g \/gis nearly minimized over the interval if g(x) does not vary too much. This approach, however, has the drawback that the improvement in the neighborhood of zero is paid for with a decrease in accuracy in the remainder of the interval. We have found that computer subroutines can easily be written so as to use f*(x) in most of the interval and /*(x) + x-C in an appropriately chosen neighborhood of zero. The choice of the correction term C will be discussed further below.
The most important modification of the method, point e, arises if the special machine characteristics of digital computers are taken into account. The reduction of the error clearly depends on the introduction of the parameters a¿ and 6,. Each new parameter allows reduction of one more error term Ai to zero, but also results in an increase of the number of multiplications (or divisions), M, by one. We can, however, achieve a compromise by restricting the last parameter to a set of values which may allow the correspondingly introduced multiplication to be performed in a manner particularly suited to the calculator in question. In the case of the IBM 704 the multiplication might be reduced to a shift (a "cheap" multiplication with a power of two), in the case of the IBM 709 to a variable length multiplication requiring little time. Among the permissible values for the newly introduced parameter, that one is chosen which allows a maximum reduction of the dominant error term. In other words, one of the residuals in the system of linear equations for the a¿ and 6, is not reduced to zero but only below a certain value determined by the desired accuracy.
As an example, we may consider as our newly introduced parameter the coefficient a& in (3) f(x) = (a, Ty + a3T3 + a5 7\)(1 + b2 T2)~l = x-(kx + K,-x*+^-).
Evidently K2 = 8as/b2. In accordance with the above discussion we restrict K2 to the form 2" (n • • • any integer), so that a6 becomes restricted to the set of values b2 -2". The integer n is chosen so as to reduce the absolute error as far as possible. Numerical details will be given in Section 3.
The modified procedure of Maehly and Kogbetliantz can now be outlined formally as follows. Given a function/(x), find an approximation /*(x)
To determine the coefficients a, and 6¿, we consider the absolute error
The coefficients r?¿ can be viewed as the residuals, usually rapidly diminishing in magnitude as i increases, of an infinite number of linear equations in the s unknowns For i > Z, the term -a¿ is omitted above.
Usually one sets the first s residuals equal to zero so that the final error is determined by the absolute sum of the remaining residuals. Instead of this we endeavor to reduce the first s + 1 residuals below a desired bound 5, by introducing the additional parameter at+i
x"+i = ai+i = k-x,, 1 S v s «.
The Wi are weightfactors which can be chosen arbitrarily, usually as 0 for i < s and as 1 for i = s. The choice of x, and k depends on the transformation from the rational approximation to the continued fraction. In the example given above x, is equal to b2 and k is chosen to be of the form 2". The residuals Ä, clearly become linear combinations of s + 1 variables x¿. In view of (8), however, they can be expressed in terms of the first s variables and fc. These equations can now be solved for the x3-in terms of k. As a consequence, one can determine the residual R, as a function of k
Finally one chooses among the manifold of permissible A;, namely of those k which permit the replacement of a multiplication by a more favorable operation, that value which minimizes ß,. It is usually possible to reduce R" so substantially that the leading term of the absolute error becomes Rs+i. Except for a bounded factor stemming from the denominator in (5), the final absolute error is given by
It is perhaps of interest to point out that, when applied numerically, this procedure (11) A*ÉÔ-J2\wi-Ti\+ El/fc-TM« E I Ä<|-usually produced values of k which did not only reduce R, but also decreased ß,+i in magnitude. We finally turn our attention again to the correction term discussed in point d. Inspection of (11) The minimum of A3 is reached for n = -3. The correspondingly attained improvement becomes apparent if one compares R3)-3 with Ä3)_oo, the error without correction term.
Ä3)n_-3 S .5 X 10"10, Ä,),_ -00 S .4 X 10~9
In the sequel we shall give the results of our computations as they were calculated, that is to more places than is usually warranted by the accuracy. In this example equations (8) and (10) 
